
WATERBEACH PARISH COUNCIL  

CEMETERY WORKING PARTY  

NOTES AND RECOMMENDATIONSTO COUNCIL FROM A MEETING ON  

THURSDAY 9TH OCTOBER AT 4.30PM  

PRESENT: Ivan Gilzean, David Smart, Alan Shipp, Adrian Wright (convener and note taker)   

APOLOGIES: Brenda Johnson  

A history of maintenance in the cemetery up until about four years ago was provided by David Smart.  The following 
points were made - 
  
Arnold Scrivener - AS - cut the whole cemetery with a hayter pedestrian mower and strimmer.  When the Votex topper 
was bought he cut the large areas with it and carried on using the hayter and strimmer for the rest.  AS sprayed the 
paths, edged the paths and pea gravelled them suring the winter months.  The rubbish in the collecting are was forked 
by hand into a skip, provided free of charge by Dickersons, 
  
Approx. 15 years ago contractors cut the cemetery with a small ride on mower wheeeled and hand strimmers.  In 
either 2005 or 2006 Clive Rabbett - CR - was taken on to cut the cemetery during the summer months using the old 
ride on lawn mower, wheeled and hand strimmer.  CR could not get on with using the wheeled strimmer so old ride on 
mower and wheeled strimmer were sold and a new small Husqvarna, front deck ride on mower was purchased after a 
demonstration. (Husqvarna and hand strimmer used for cemetery)  Kevin Stubley edged and pea gravelled the paths 
in the winter months, sprayed the paths and old graves with a residual spray and dessicant in the spring and a 
dessicant in the summer. 
  
In autumn 2010 the council, after an inspection by councillors, agreed  to level an area for ashes plots and to edge 
and pea gravel the paths. 
  

1. Ashes areas level next ashes area and consider lay out to aid cutting and maintenance. 

Look at other cemetery’s cremated remains areas. 

  

2. Paths 

A. hit hard with residual spray (already in hand) and eradicate weeds.    Suggested February spraying to catch 

new spring growth.  

B.Also use roundup to define path edges and widen paths to where they were previously or better. 

C.Cut back paths to a good edge and lay a thin layer of pea gravel (not to much as difficult for high heels and 

wheel chairs).  Continue spraying with residual spray.  

 

3.  Grave spaces   

A. again spray with residual spray early in year to hit new growth.  

B. collapsed graves with collapsed concreate tops would benefit from being filled in with hard core and 

topped off with gravel.  This will enhance the cemetery appearance and help to control weed growth -  less 

strimming.  

 

4. Fallen headstones 

A. stand up and burry in ground to a safe depth to help getting round cemetery with machinery and 

enhance appearance further  

B. place headstones which have fallen outside grave spaces in to the space face up so as inscription can 

be read.  

C. Remove odd protruding stones to aid cutting and machinery wear.  

Note: 4A and C If possible contact relatives and put up notices of intended work.  

                    

 

 



5. Machinery  requirement  consideration needs to be given to what is the most suitable machinery 

Would a ride on mower or a propelled hand mower be more helpful or both.  Large areas can be cut with 

existing machinery.  Grounds man’s opinion needed as well.   

 

6. Manpower the opinion of some the group was a dedicated cemetery keeper for summer work only was 

needed and the full time grounds man would do the winter work.        A contrary opinion was the winter 

work would be done by the dedicated cemetery person to prevent further slipping back in standards some 

arrangement needs to be in place for continued winter work this winter.  Also the person appointed would 

need to cover for the Senior Grounds man’s absence  and work with him as needed in all areas of the 

councils responsibility and similarly the Senior Grounds man would do likewise for the Cemetery person  

 

7. The spoil heap needs to be removed by the road turning area.   Retain the road planeings for road 

maintenance, but move out of the way of the turning circle.  

 

8. A Friends of the Cemetery has been discussed from time to time but no real take up as yet.  
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